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PART ONE: DYNAMIC ROUTING OF UAVs and ERVs
Executive Summary
Traditional incident management has dispatched resources to an immediate incident location without anticipation of near-future incidents. Previous distributed constraint optimization problem
(DCOP) framework could allocate resources to highway incidents under static environments, simplifying dynamic behavior in distinct unconnected decisions. However, such an approach can not
actively adapt to future changes in the environment and ignores dependencies between resource
availability in near-future requests and the service time of each immediate incident request. The
predictions of the environment and the resource availability in near-future requests should be
considered through a look-ahead model when making decisions in the current time. This study
develops a proactive, dynamic framework to overcome the above limitations and formulates the
objective of the optimization problem to incorporate Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The
UAVs’ role includes exploring uncertain traffic conditions, detecting unexpected events, and augmenting information gained from roadway traffic sensors. Resources are relocated in anticipation
of future highway incidents and dispatched in response to a highway incident request. To find the
optimal assignment of vehicles, the proposed model is solved using the Maximum Gain Method,
further improved by incorporating an exploration heuristics. Overall, our model reports a 5.26%
improvement in response time compared to the DCOP strategy. Aside from UAVs’ assignment
to incident locations, the UAVs provide enhanced transportation network coverage by reducing
location assignments that result in overlapping observations.
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1

Introduction

Traffic Incident Management (TIM) programs have traditionally focused on reducing congestion
and enhancing highway safety mainly through its Full-Function Service Patrols (FFSP)s program
(fhw). Under the FFSP program, service patrol vehicles such as Emergency Response Vehicles
(ERV)s are dispatched to perform tasks including traffic incident clearance, traffic control and scene
management, and incident detection and verification. In this study, we assume a trained FFSP
operator uses a fully equipped ERV capable of rapidly removing incident-involved automobiles or
light trucks to a safe location without having to wait for a wrecker.
One of the main challenges facing the TIM program is the efficient deployment of the limited
resources (i.e., ERVs) in response to a sequence of incident requests. A typical deployment goal is
to minimize the overall response time of all ERVs to the incident scenes. To support this goal, TIM
programs have conventionally assigned the next available and closest ERV to an incident scene and
return to the depot after performing the task at the scene. However, this approach overlooks several
important components that can improve the overall response time of ERVs to incident requests.
First, to assign an ERV to a current incident request, the dispatcher at the Traffic Operations Center
(TOC) may consider possible near-future incident occurrences and assign another ERV instead of
the closest one to the current incident request. The closest ERV not served in the current request
could be closer to the expected location of a near-future emergency, which may result in a lower
overall response time of the ERVs to the sequence of incident requests. Second, the expected time
and location of near-future incident occurrences has traditionally been assumed to be independent
of past and current incidents. However, past and current incidents may provoke a future incident.
For example, every minute a primary incident is left uncleared, there is an increased chance of
a secondary incident due to reduced speed and rubbernecking on the travel lane of the original
incident. By considering this dependency, we can better predict near-future incident occurrences
and improve the assignment performance of ERVs. Third, suppose the expected available time
of a busy ERV is earlier than the expected occurrence time of the next incident. In that case, we
can include that ERV as one of the available ERVs for the next assignment. On the other hand,
if the expected available time of a busy ERV is later than the expected occurrence time of the
next incident, then we remove that ERV during the next assignment window. By considering the
Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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availability of the ERVs based on the expected clearance time of incidents in the ERV deployment
model, we avoid making short-sighted ERV assignments.
A few studies have attempted to address the aforementioned challenges. For example, deploying
emergency vehicles can be solved by a constraint satisfaction model with hard constraints (e.g., a
time window to respond and clear an incident) (Steinbauer and Kleiner, 2012). Unfortunately, as
with constraint satisfaction models, a single constraint violation causes the model to fail to find
a solution, making it primarily unsuitable for many real-world implementations. Another notable
example is the online optimization model that considers stochastic nature of event occurrences,
duration of emergencies, and busy time of emergency vehicles (Park et al., 2019). The online
optimization model receives a sequence of emergency calls and performs an immediate action
(dispatch decision) in response to each request. However, there was no direct framework for
relocation decisions that can be made in parallel with dispatch decisions. If done properly, relocation
of free ERVs based on expected near-future emergencies can greatly improve the response time in
TIM.
While considering the above-mentioned components will improve the deployments of ERVs in TIM,
emerging technologies such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are providing new opportunities
to enhance operations in TIM. In particular, the Next-Generation (NextGen) TIM seeks to integrate
new and emerging technology (e.g., UAVs), tools, and training to improve incident detection and
safety response and reduce clearance times at roadway crashes (NEX). Under revised Federal
Aviation Authority (FAA) regulations that accommodate UAVs’ advanced operations, UAVs and
ERVs can coordinate their deployments in response to an incident to provide more benefits in
TIM programs. The role of UAVs in heterogeneous vehicle-team yields three key enhancements.
First, aerial view on the possible route of ground vehicles can update the availability of the freeway
shoulder lanes, allowing an ERV to safely travel at as high speed as possible. Second, sparse freeway
sensor network cannot accurately estimate the location and speed of non-recurring congestion (e.g.,
shockwave). Aerial monitoring of moving shockwave can help estimation of the true impact of
an incident. Third, real-time information of an incident scene can be gathered by monitoring the
clearance progress from tethered UAVs. The previous online optimization model (Park et al., 2019)
supports a single-type vehicle team and can not coordinate UAVs and ERVs in TIM. Deployment
of UAVs and ERVs must be carefully coordinated to provide more benefit in TIM, including ERVs
Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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use of route-to-incident information from UAVs for a safe and fast response to an incident scene
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: UAVs and ERVs in Traffic Incident Management
For many reasons, the distributed constraint optimization framework presents an attractive problemsolving approach for heterogeneous agents in TIM. First, the distributed constraint optimization
framework relaxes the hard constraints to find the optimal deployment solution rather than solving
the optimal deployment solution by fulfilling a set hard constraint (e.g., constraint satisfaction
model). This makes it more flexible for modeling real word problems, especially for large agent
networks. Second, in networks where it is not feasible to set up a centralized command station
(e.g., TOC), the distributed framework can utilize the onboard computing units on each agent
Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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(i.e., ERV and UAV), and with little communication overhead, find system optimal deployment
solutions. For networks with centralized command stations, the distributed framework can create
multiple virtual agents whose concurrent activities are then simulated at the central command
station. Third, the problem-solving activities are distributed among the agents, making them robust
against failure when any one or more agent fails. In other words, since knowledge of constraints is
inherently distributed among the agents, each agent in the deployment fleet can autonomously decide
the best solution sharing as little information as possible. In the case of constraint satisfaction,
the model requires one central agent to have knowledge of all the constraints making it more
susceptible to failure when that central agent fails. Fourth, the distributed framework can exploit
potential parallelism in constraint networks that define the partially connected sub-problems of
the heterogeneous agents in TIM. For example, by carefully connecting the problem of deploying
ERVs and UAVs, the ERVs can use route-to-incident information from UAVs for a safe response
to incident scenes.
Previous studies on distributed constraint optimization (Modi et al., 2005a; Yeoh and Yokoo, 2012)
have proposed models to integrate ERVs and UAVs in a multi-agent TIM problem (Darko et al.,
2021a,b). However, this model assumed a static environment, simplifying dynamic behaviors of
traffic and events changing by time. A myopic resource allocation decision that does not consider
the sequence of dependent events can not proactively adapt to changes in the environment over
multiple time stages. Also, the availability of emergency resources for near-future emergencies was
not considered that could be estimated based on the service time of current request. The predictions
of the environment and the resource availability in a future time should be considered through a
look-ahead model when making decisions in response to the current request. This paper extends the
distributed constraint optimization for allocating ERVs and UAVs developed in a multi-agent TIM.
We develop the distributed allocation of aerial and ground emergency resources by predicting and
proactively responding to dynamic changes to the traffic network. In addition, we directly consider
the relocation of free ERVs based on the expected location of near-future emergencies in parallel
with the dispatch decisions based on current incident requests. This unified approach will focus
on maximizing a set of utility constraints to improve the overall benefit of the assignments for the
traffic operations system during recurring and non-recurring congestion. The motivating domain
is modeled as the Proactive Dynamic Routing Of uNmanned-aerial and Emergency Team Incident
Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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Management (P-DRONETIM). We highlight the contributions of this paper as follows:
• A proactive distributed decision-making framework for deploying emergency resources in a
multi-agent TIM problem to minimize the time needed to respond to a sequence of emergency
requests.
• A unified approach is introduced to relocate free ERVs based on the expected location
of near-future emergencies in parallel with dispatching policies based on current incident
requests.
• The ERVs are assumed to use the freeway shoulder to get to the incident scene. When a UAV
observes the route-to-incident location (i.e., freeway shoulder), the percentage improvement
in response time (or speed) of the ERV to incident location is based on the level of risk on
the freeway shoulder (e.g., due to debris or disabled vehicles on the shoulder).
• UAV aerial monitoring of moving shortwaves in the vicinity of the incident updates the
estimate of the true impact of the incident (total delay).
• Compare the DCOP and PD-DCOP approaches to ERV deployment through experimentation
and simulations on a prototype network abstracted with data of traffic flow parameters.
2

Literature Review

Most highway incident management studies have focused on allocating a set of emergency vehicles
under a single-period emergency service allocation model (Yin, 2006, 2008), with few studies
extending to a multi-period (Park et al., 2016). A single-period emergency service allocation
model is myopic and fails to consider the near-future request’s impact on improving the immediate
request’s decision. In deciding how to allocate emergency vehicles, the relocation and dispatch of
the emergency vehicles have been developed as separate models without considering the interdependencies between the two decisions (Park et al., 2019; Darko et al., 2021a). However, developing
a connection between these two decisions will provide an efficient relocation decision that will
improve the overall response time during dispatch. Concerning the use of emergency vehicles,
there has been a lack of focus on developing a framework to integrate UAVs to support the operations of emergency vehicles in highway incident management. Under revised FAA regulations
Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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that accommodate UAVs advanced operations, a significant opportunity is presented for policy
improvement in highway incident management. UAVs can provide enhanced information about the
incident scene and aid the emergency vehicles to arrive at the incident site at full speed.
A DCOP framework (Modi, 2003) for incident management moves the focus from emergency
vehicle allocation to a heterogeneous vehicle team. The resource allocation problem in traffic
incident management has been modeled under DCOP to automate the activities of a heterogeneous
vehicle team (ERVs and UAVs) under static conditions (Darko et al., 2021a). Research on DCOP
under stochastic uncertainty shows that network uncertainty can be reduced through multi-agent
collaborative sampling (Léauté and Faltings, 2011). Multi-agent coordination has been successfully
used to efficiently explore unknown environments using the probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracker
(PMHT) technique (Cheung et al., 2010). Using the Adopt polynomial-space algorithm, DCOP
has been shown to achieve globally optimal solutions under asynchronous task execution while
achieving high computational efficiency (Modi et al., 2005a; Modi, 2003). While a DCOP can
handle a single-period efficiently, it fails to accommodate the interdependencies in a multi-period
problem. To accommodate the dynamically changing environment and the dependencies in different
stages, this study models the resource allocation in the traffic incident management problem as the
P-DRONETIM. P-DRONETIMs are able to directly model interdependencies and the possible
changes in a multi-stage problem. Compared to previous studies, we consider a heterogeneous
vehicle fleet under a unified framework for dispatch and relocation decisions to accurately capture
interdependencies in the decisions. The probability of incident occurrences at a location for
different times of the day is achieved using historical incident characteristics of the given area. A
multi-stage decision is developed to consider the near-future availability of emergency vehicles and
anticipate future events. Different solution techniques have been provided in literature that focuses
on optimizing different metrics such as message count, cost, and cycles. This includes complete
algorithms that find the optimal solutions but usually fail in large and complex environments (Modi
et al., 2005a), and incomplete techniques such as Maximum Gain Method (MGM) that provide
high-quality solutions, especially for systems with large constraints density (Farinelli et al., 2014).
The MGM is applied to P-DRONETIM in this study.

Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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3
3.1

Preliminaries
Approach Overview

The proactive dynamic version of DCOP is defined by a tuple hA, X, D, F, T, α, c, γ, p0Y i where
t
} is a
A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } is a finite set of agents (ERVs and UAVs ), X = {X1t , X2t , . . . , Xm

finite set of variables for each time stage t ∈ T (with m≤n), D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dm } is a finite set
of domain values for each variable, F is a finite set of constraints between variables, T is a finite
horizon in which the agents can change their assignment, α maps variables to vehicles, c ∈ R+ is a
switching cost, defined as the cost associated with changing the assignment of a variable from one
time stage to the next, γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor, which represents the difference in importance

between future and present cost, and p0Y = p0y y∈Y is a set of initial probability distributions for
the random variables. Each variable Xit is held by an agent who chooses a value to assign it from the
finite set of values Di ; Each constraint C ∈ F is a function C : Di1 ×Di2 ×. . .×Dik → R+ ∪{0} that
maps assignments of a subset of the variables to a non-negative cost. The cost of a full assignment
of values to all variables is computed by aggregating the costs of all constraints. Addition is the
aggregation operator most commonly considered so that the total cost is the sum of the constraint
costs, but other operators, such as the maximum, have also been considered (Modi et al., 2005b;
Schiex et al., 1995). The goal of the proactive dynamic DCOP is to find a sequence of T +1
assignments to variables with minimum total cost over the entire horizon T . Vehicles operate
distributedly and need to decide their assignment locations at different times of the day to minimize
the response time to freeway incidents. Control is distributed to the agents who can only assign
values to variables that they hold. Furthermore, agents are assumed to know only of the constraints
involving variables that they hold, thereby distributing knowledge of the structure of the DCOP. In
order to coordinate, agents must communicate via message passing. It is commonly assumed that
agents can only communicate with agents who hold variables constrained with their own variables,
called their neighbors (Modi et al., 2005b; Pearce and Tambe, 2007; Yokoo and Hirayama, 2000;
Zhang et al., 2003). While transmission of messages may be delayed, it is assumed that messages
sent from one agent to another are received in the order that they were sent.
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3.2

Problem Domain

We develop the P-DRONETIM model by considering the following problem domain: UAVs provide
information about a defined region once assigned to a given location. We define an overlapping
region for each UAV observation regarding the other UAVs by determining the number of UAVs
occupying their neighbor locations at the same time. The number of occupied neighbor locations
is used to estimate the overlapping observation region. The overlapping region defines a reduction
in benefit for UAVs assigned in the same vicinity at the same time.
This study deals with a type of ERV on freeways. e.g., CHART (Coordinated Highways Action Response Teams) that provide rapid removal of incident-involved vehicles from the travel lanes. The
ERVs respond to an incident request using enhanced route information from UAVs if both ERV and
UAV are simultaneously assigned to the incident location. UAVs also provide information about
the incident scene on highways. The Traffic Incident Management Handbook (Farradyne, 2000)
describes an incident as “any non-recurring event that causes a reduction of roadway capacity or an
abnormal increase in demand." Under this description, events such as traffic crashes, disabled vehicles, spilled cargo, highway maintenance and reconstruction projects, and special non-emergency
events are classified as an incident. The illustrations of incidents in this study will focus mainly on
traffic crashes.
Our unified location assignment model consists of a relocation decision to anticipate near-future
incidents and a dispatch decision in response to an immediate incident request. While the current
emergency vehicle relocation plans adopt a fixed identical pattern, the probability of an incident
occurring at different times of the day (e.g., morning peak hours) should be considered when
making relocation decisions. We define the probability of highway incidents for three planning
stages concerning different times of the day: morning peak hours, normal hours, and evening peak
hours. The highway incident distribution is estimated from historical data of crashes at different
locations and times. For instance, the total crash frequency for a given intersection during the
morning peak hours can be used to estimate the probability of a crash occurring at the intersection
during that period. The reward of a relocation decision is developed as a random variable that
depends on the probability of incident occurrence, possible time of incident occurrence, response
time, and the possible severity of the incident at that location. With the help of advanced traveler
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information system and incident information system (e.g., https://drivenc.gov), more accurate data
will be available on time for the assignment to be properly made.
The dispatch decisions are defined for different times of the day, covering the three planning stages.
For instance, 0 . . . n = morning peak hours, n . . . n1 = normal hours, and n1 . . . T = evening peak
hours. The reward of a dispatch decision is based on the incident severity, estimated delay savings,
and response time to the incident. The goal is to find a robust solution to possible changes,
anticipating future highway incidents.
4

P-DRONETIM Model

t
In the P-DRONETIM model, vehicles hold the variables Xa∈A
∈ X, where a ∈ A is the set of ERVs
t
and UAVs and t ∈ T is the different times of the day. The domain DXa∈A for the variables Xa∈A
is

the set of possible observation location j ∈ J. For example, U AV 1 holding variable XU1 AV 1 has a
domain given by DXU AV n = {1, 2, 3, ..., J}. For each time of day t ∈ T , a vehicle a ∈ A selects a
t
possible assignment location j ∈ J for its decision variable given by Xa∈A
= {Xa0 , . . . , XaT }.

4.1

Vehicle Assignment Constraints

A UAV and ERV cannot be assigned to two locations at the same time of day. This is represented
by the following relations:
∀AtU AV n , BUt AV n ∈ XUt AV n × XUt AV n , A 6= B ⇒ AtU AV n 6= BUt AV n
t
t
t
t
t
∀AtERV m , BERV
m ∈ XERV m × XERV m , A 6= B ⇒ AERV m 6= BERV m

4.2

Vehicle Dispatch Reward Definitions

The following reward functions are developed to coordinate the assignment of the heterogeneous
vehicle team.
4.2.1

Single Vehicle Coordination Reward (UAVs)

The reward f : DXU AV n → R for dispatching U AV n to location j is described by the following:
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• The severity ω of the highway incident at location j. The severity is proportional to the
capacity reduction (i.e., the number of lanes closed rising from the incident)(Park and
Haghani, 2016a).
• The reduction in uncertainty of estimated traffic flow parameters such as traffic flow rate q
in the region of the assignment location j until capacity is restored to normal condition. We
develop this as a parameter ρj equivalent to the uncertainty reduction in traffic flow rate q in
the region of location j.
We discount the reward by the response time rt to the assigned location j. The reward function is
defined as

1
f XUt AV n = (α ∗ ρj + βjω ) ∗ ( ),
rt

(1)

where α and βjω are constants describing the traffic state and the severity of the incident, respectively.
4.2.2

Single Vehicle Coordination Reward (ERVs)

The reward f : DXERV m → R for dispatching ERV m to location j is described by the following:
• The severity ω of the highway incident at location j. In the case of relocation in anticipation
of future incidents, the probability and severity of the incident is considered.
• An estimated delay saving D at location j by assigning ERV m at time t.
The reward function is defined as

t
m
ω
f XERV
m = (D + βj ),

(2)

where Dm is proportional to the response time rt of ERV m to location j.

4.2.3

Binary Vehicle Coordination Constraints

The role of the UAV in the heterogeneous vehicle team is to explore unknown traffic conditions,
unexpected situations on roads, and enhance prior information from loop detectors, automatic
vehicle identification detectors, probe vehicle data, and other sensors. Once the traffic information
Dynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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center provides such information, the information collected from a UAV will enable an ERV to
reach the incident locations with reduced delay. The reward for an assignment between any ERV
and UAV pair is given by

  α ∗ ρj
t
t
f XERV m , XU AV n =
 0

t
if XUt AV n == XERV
m

otherwise

(3)

To optimize the monitoring of locations by UAVs and manage the limited resources, we define
a coordination constraint for an overlapping surface area Ω (XUt AV a , XUt AV b ) between any two
locations written as

f

XUt AV a , XUt AV b



=




−∞

if XUt AV a == XUt AV b

 −Ω (X t
t
U AV a , XU AV b )

otherwise

(4)

The overlapping surface area defines a reduction in benefit for UAVs assigned in the same vicinity.
Under conditions of limited resources, the ERVs’ role is to coordinate their local decision-making
to ensure that one ERV is assigned to a location at any time. This is given by the coordination
constraint representing the assignment of ERVs to different locations:

t
t
  −∞ if XERV
a == XERV b
t
t
f XERV
,
X
=
a
ERV b
 0
otherwise

(5)

The preferred coordination of location assignment is such that UAVs and incident location are the
same in order for the ERV to utilize information from the UAV.
In the case of relocation in anticipation of near-future incidents, we define a random variable yj
whose reward function is dependent on the probability p(ω) and severity βjω of the incident at time
t.
4.3

Vehicle Relocation Reward Definitions

For the set of possible incident locations j ∈ J, we define Pytj (ω) as the probability of incident
severity ω ∈ Ω occurring at time t. The reward of a relocation to j at time t is given by the expected
benefit discounted by the response time to location j.
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!
X

fyj =

ptyj (ω) · βjω

∗

ω∈Ω

1
rt

(6)

We define Tyj (ω 0 , ω) = P (yjt = ω|yjt−1 = ω 0 ), as a transition function, where yjt = ω ∈ Ωyj
denotes the incident severity of the variable yj at time stage t and yjt−1 = ω 0 ∈ Ωyj denotes the
incident severity of the variable yj at time stage t − 1. For the different times of the day t ∈ T , the
sum of the probabilities of variable yj at location j ∈ J is one, written as
T
X

Tyj (ω 0 , ω) = 1,

∀j ∈ J.

(7)

t=1

The probability of the random variable yj to take value ω at time t is given as
ptyj (ω) =

X

0
Tyj (ω, ω 0 ) · pt−1
yj (ω ) .

(8)

ω 0 ∈Ωyj

4.4

Vehicle Energy Constraint

The energy required Eja : DXa → R by vehicle a ∈ A in moving from an initial location i to the
currently assigned location j is given by the energy consumed when vehicle a moves to location j
Eja = k ∗ |di,j | + Kj ,

(9)

where k is the energy consumed by vehicle a per unit distance. |di,j | is the distance between initial
location i and the currently assigned location j. In this work, |di,j | is defined as the Euclidean
distance and shortest city block distance for UAVs and ERVs respectively. We define Kj as a
constant for an extra energy consumed due to detours by ERVs or for observing the region of
location j by UAVs. The state of the vehicle a at location j is given by the available energy Aj
at that location, represented by (j, Aj ). The total energy required for all location assignments of
vehicle a must not exceed the vehicle’s total available resource A.
X

Eja ≤ A,

∀a ∈ A

(10)

j∈J

This constraint can be relaxed to assume the vehicle have sufficient energy for assignments at all
time.
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4.5

Switching Cost

In this work, we develop a varying switching cost when a location decision is changed for vehicle
a ∈ A between time stages written as

  c(t→t+1)
c Xat , Xat+1 =

0

if Xat 6= Xat+1
otherwise

(11)

Let x(t→t+1) be the response time (travel time) required to move from location i at time t to location
j at time t + 1, then the normalized response time defining the varying switching cost c(t→t+1) is
calculated as:
c(t→t+1) =

x(t→t+1) − min(x)
max(x) − min(x)

(12)

where min(x) and max(x) is the minimum and maximum response time between any two locations
in the network. The goal of PD-DCOP is to find a sequence of T +1 assignments X∗ for all the
decision variables in X.
X∗ =

F T (x)

argmax

(13)

x=hx0 ,...,xT i∈ΣT +1

where
T

F (x) =

T −1
X




γ t Fxt xt + Fyt xt

t=0
T −1
X

−



γ t c · ∆ xt , xt+1

(14)

t=0



+F̃x xT + F̃y xT
where Σ is the assignment space for the decision variables of the P-DRONETIM at t ∈ T . Fxt and
Fyt in (14) are the reward functions involving a dispatch and relocation decisions at time t.
Fxt (x) =

X

fj (xj ) ,

fj ∈F\FY

Fyt (x) =

X



fyj xj |yj =ω · ptyj (ω)

(15)

ω∈Ωyj
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γT
F T (x),
F̃x (x) =
1−γ x


X
f˜yj xj |yj =ω · pTyj (ω)
F̃y (x) =

(16)

ω∈Ωyj





f˜yj xj |yj =ω = γ T · fyj xj |yj =ω


X
0
˜
+γ
Tyj (ω, ω ) · fyj xj |yj =ω0

(17)

ω 0 ∈Ωyj

5

Solution Approach

The choice of local search over complete search for PDRONETIM is justified by the conventional
standard arguments for adopting local over complete search namely; time constraints and the
scale of problems that complete algorithms can efficiently handle. Furthermore, the following
PDRONETIM qualities support the use of a local search algorithm:
• Emergency vehicles (ERVs and UAVS) would have to assume every feasible position for
a complete search, which is not feasible for large search spaces as seen in traffic incident
management.
• Because changes that occur during the search for the best solution render the calculated
solution outdated, dynamic modifications reduce the time that agents have to implement a
complete algorithm.
• While complete search is expected to find the best solution, this can be computationally expensive with no guarantees on the degree of coverage while the best final configuration is being
computed. The algorithm must maintain reasonable coverage while adjusting to changes in
the problem (Mailler, 2005; Jain et al., 2009).
Our solution is based on the local search algorithm Maximum Gain Method (MGM)(Maheswaran
et al., 2006). The expected incident duration, given by the sum of the expected response time and
clearance time, is used to estimate the availability of the resource for the next time stage. Therefore,
not all possible assignment combinations will be feasible. For example, assume ERV1 is to be
relocated from location i to j at 9:00 am. If the expected incident duration for the previous request
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location i at 8:00 am exceeds 9:00 am, then ERV1 is unavailable for relocation to j at 9:00 am. In
8:00am
9:00am
this case, assignments XERV
1 = XERV 1 = i. The main steps developed for the solution approach

are as follows:
Step-1: Make Initial random assignments while enforcing the available resource constraint for all
vehicles for all time periods. The vehicle initializes its information of the other vehicles’ assignment
for all time stages in the network (initial is null).
Step-2: Each vehicle updates their information about the neighboring vehicles’ assignment by
receiving the current assignment of the neighbors for all time stages.
Step-3: Each vehicle computes its current utility for each time stage for the current assignment
combination while considering its information on the neighboring vehicles.
Step-4: Each vehicle searches all feasible assignment for all time stages considering the vehicle’s
initial location at t = 0 while enforcing the available resource constraint. The combination with
the maximum cumulative utility is determined.
Step-5: Each vehicle then calculates its gain by finding the difference at each time stage between the
current assignment utility and the assignment combination with the maximum cumulative utility.
Step-6: Each vehicle sends and receives the neighbor’s gain (ERV to ERV, and UAV to UAV). The
vehicles then update the locations of the current assignments at the time stages that have a gain
greater than zero and greater than the maximum gain of the neighbors. Thus, the vehicle assigns its
best location for these time stages as its current location and restarts step 2 by sending a message
that contains its new locations to its neighbors.
6

Scenarios and Experiments

We perform experiments for a prototype network abstracted with travel time and traffic flow rate
data of an existing highway network. The network has nine intersections representing the possible
crash locations. The probability of a crash type occurring at a given location during the planning
stages is estimated from historical crash data at intersections.
Figure 2 shows the frequency of different crash types for morning peak hours, normal hours, and
evening peak hours at intersection 5 of the network. An Incident request can occur at defined
periods, representing the time of day. We generate a sequence of incident requests at different times
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Figure 2: Incident severity distribution for three planning stages at intersection 5.
by randomly drawing the time of crash and location from the range of the times and the possible
crash locations separately. This process allows us to generate real-world scenarios such as crashes
at different locations at the same time. Each crash is given a random severity number drawn from
a uniform distribution between 1 and 3 representing a minor, major, and fatal crash.
The estimated clearance time for each incident severity is randomly drawn from a distribution as
shown in Figure 3. A dispatch and relocation decision are made depending on the availability of
the ERVs at the time. We assume each ground emergency vehicle and unmanned aerial vehicle is
given an initial location following current practice. In the case of a UAV relocation decision, we
assume an aerial surveillance plan for the highway network that maximizes information collected
about the transportation network. In order words, the relocation decision will reduce overlapping
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Figure 3: Distribution of clearance time for different incident severity.
observations. For simplicity, we assume that UAVs maintain a fixed altitude during their flights and
cover a given region in the network once assigned to a given location. Vehicles can communicate
with each other using a low-bandwidth Radio frequency.
Two main scenarios are provided to test the robustness of our model. In the first scenario, we
vary the number of incident requests while keeping the number of vehicles constant. In the second
scenario, we vary the number of vehicles in the network while keeping the number of incident
requests constant. A summary of the scenarios is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Distribution of scenarios in the network.

Number of requests
3
5
9
9
9
9

Scenario 1
Number of ERVs
2
2
2
Scenario 2
2
3
4

Number of UAVs
2
2
2
2
3
4
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7

Evaluation

Preliminary results of the two scenarios are presented for the MGM approach to P-DRONETIM.
The MGM algorithm is highly exploitative, preventing the exploration of other possible solutions.
We introduce exploration by applying the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) (Tel, 2000)
to the P-DRONETIM model. In DSA, a vehicle’s assignment to a location is accepted if a
specified probability threshold has been satisfied, introducing randomness in selecting other feasible
solutions.

Figure 4: Convergence of MGM and DSA (p=0.5) for varying incident number request with fixed
number of vehicles.
The results in Figure 4 show the effects of varying incident requests at different times on the quality
and convergence to an optimal solution, assuming a fixed number of vehicles. In the case of 5
incident requests, we observe a higher utility when compared to 3 requests since the vehicles can
clear more incidents. The same trend is seen when the incident requests are increased to 9. Aside
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from the number of requests influencing the utility, the severity of the incidents also plays a role.
The higher the severity, the more benefits are gained when the incident is cleared. For instance, with
different severities for nine requests, more benefit is achieved depending on the cleared incidents.
For all cases, MGM and DSA algorithms converged after a few iterations. The number of vehicles
used in the above scenario may not provide the most benefit for the system. Resources may not be
readily available for concurrent and new requests if the resource is already in service of the current
dispatch assignment. We see this clearly when we vary the number of vehicles for a fixed incident
request, as seen in scenario 2.

Figure 5: Convergence of MGM and DSA (p=0.5) for varying vehicle number with a fixed number
of incident request.
The results in Figure 5 show the effects of varying the number of vehicles for a fixed number
of incident requests. As expected, we observe that the system utility increases for increasing
vehicle number for the same number of incident requests. Considering 9 requests, some occurring
concurrently, the increase in the number of emergency vehicles means more resources are available
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for those requests occurring concurrently and also for near-future requests. In general, we observe
that the exploration heuristic of DSA leads to a better solution, as seen in DSA solutions for the
cases of 2 and 3 vehicles (ERVs and UAVs).
Table 2: Performance of the DCOP Strategy and Proposed P-DRONETIM Model
Emerg. Req.

DCOP

P-DRONETIM

Loc.

Dispatch loc. (resp. time (min))

Dispatch loc. (resp. time (min))

ERV1 ERV2 UAV1 UAV2

ERV1 ERV2 UAV1 UAV2

Time
0

˘

4

8

8

9

4

8

8

9

1

2

2
(16.8)

8

2

9

2
(16.8)

5

2

5

2

1

1
(11.4)

8

1

9

1
(11.4)

4

1

5

3

4

1

4
(3.6)

4

9

1

4
(0)

4

2

4

3

3
(13.2)

4

3

9

3
(13.2)

1

3

1

5

9

3

9
(17.4)

3

9

9
(17.7)

7

9

7

To further assess the robustness of the model and test its suitability, we conduct a Monte Carlo
simulation with 10 scenarios of randomly sampled vehicle number, number of incident requests,
incident severity, and incident locations.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Figure 6. Implementing the exploration
heuristic (DSA) resulted in an improved vehicle assignment, as seen with the increase in total
utility compared to just the highly exploitative solution approach (MGM). Our initial assessment
of varying the probability threshold in DSA does not show the apparent effects and will require
further assessment.
Table 2 compares the DCOP strategy and the proposed P-DRONETIM. DCOP strategy makes indeDynamic Routing of Unmanned Aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management
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Figure 6: Results of Monte Carlo Simulation for MGM and DSA
pendent single-period decisions without considering future time stages. The illustration represents
a scenario of five incident requests at different times with no concurrent emergencies. Incidents
at locations 2, 1, 3, and 9 are minor crashes, and the incident at location 4 is a major crash. The
estimates of the response time for the DCOP strategy ranges between 3.6 min and 17.4 min, with a
total response time of 62.4 min. ERV1 is dispatched to incident requests at locations 2, 1, and 3, and
ERV2 to incident requests at locations 4 and 9. In contrast to the DCOP strategy, the P-DRONETIM
dispatched ERV1 to incident requests at locations 2, 1, 3, and 9, while ERV2 is optimally relocated
to location 4 in anticipation of a near-future incident. This insight resulted in a 0 min response time
for the incident request at location 4. The total response time for our model’s strategy is estimated
as 59.1 min, representing a 5.28% improvement in overall response time compared to the DCOP
strategy. In the UAV plan, we observe high reliability to minimize assignment to locations with
overlapping observation regions. We also observe that the DCOP strategy will assign UAV1 to the
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incident requests 2, 1, 4, and 3 while UAV2 is assigned to incident request 9.
8

Conclusions

In this work, the use of P-DRONETIM provides a roadmap for practical resource allocation for
highway incident management, fully integrating and utilizing the benefits of UAVs. The proposed
framework implemented with MGM and further improved with an exploration heuristic presents
better performance than the DCOP Strategy. Our model actively relocates emergency vehicles to
anticipate future incidents to improve the overall response time to incident requests. Aside from
UAVs’ assignment to incident locations, the UAVs provide enhanced coverage of the transportation
network by reducing location assignments that result in overlapping observations.
In future research, we intend to develop a two-level decision process for UAVs. The upper level
is the location decision, determined from P-DRONETIM, while the lower level is the routing
decision. The routing decision can be modeled to maximize the reduction in entropy (Folsom
et al., 2021; Darko et al., 2020) for observed traffic parameters such as link travel time, shockwave
parameters, and discharge rate resulting from an incident while en-route to an assigned location.
While this study considered only primary incidents, occurring concurrently or in a sequence, when
primary incidents occur in a sequence of time intervals, the likelihoods of secondary incidents
caused by each primary incident are accumulated (Park et al., 2018; Park and Haghani, 2016b).
The conditional probability of a secondary incident in the future depends jointly on the primary
and secondary incidents that have occurred during past and present time stages. Additionally,
past uncleared pending incidents continue to impact current and future incidents in the everyday
highway incident scenarios. The mutual dependency between the states in different time stages
should be considered in future studies.
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PART TWO: SECONDARY CRASH ANALYSIS
Executive Summary
Traffic incidents can create major non-recurring congestion and have the potential to be fatal.
Traffic Engineers and researchers have worked vigorously to reduce and prevent traffic crashes and
make roadways safer. Secondary crashes are collisions that have taken place inside of incident
scene or within the queue, influenced by the already occurred primary incident. Secondary crash
occurrences are less frequent than primary incidents, however, the incident management without
considering a potential secondary crash can cause a worst-case scenario to both emergency vehicles
and travelers. Although statistical models have been developed in the past to estimate the probability
of secondary crashes, they do not consider time-series changes of the probability. A Markov chain,
a stochastic model is used in this study to model randomly-occurring incidents in a sequence. It
is different from previously developed semi-Markov models by considering incident duration as
a first-order to estimate the secondary crash parameters in the second order. Based on author’s
previous models on incident duration prediction, this study develops a multivariate second-order
Markov model to estimate the probability of a secondary crash based on various primary incidents.
This analysis will determine and identify if the probability of a secondary crash is higher at a
specific location or higher due to a specific type of primary incident. Findings from our analysis
can aid in developing countermeasures such as allowing emergency operators to allocate more
resources to clear primary incidents quicker, or better prepare for secondary crashes based on the
predicted probability of additional incidents.
9

Introduction

Traffic crashes are largely responsible for causing congestion on roads, and the outcome can be
deadly. In 2016, there were 37,461 traffic crash fatalities reported in the United States alone
(Releases, 2016), which accounted for a 5.6 % increase in traffic crash fatalities than the previous
year (Releases, 2016). These incidents have caused 25% of all traffic delays experienced by drivers
(Owens et al., 2010). Traffic incidents can be described as debris, collisions, and disabled vehicles
that have resulted in frequent disruption of traffic operations (Yang et al., 2014a). These incidents
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can affect the risk of another car being involved in a secondary collision. Studies show that 1%
of crashes are entirely or partially a result of a primary incident (Raub, 1997). In addition to the
type of incidents mentioned previously, secondary crashes can result from other actions such as
rubbernecking, and buildup of the queue (traffic congestion) (Raub, 1997).
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines a secondary crash as “The number of
secondary crashes beginning with the time of detection of the primary incident where a collision
occurs either a) within the incident scene or b) within the queue, including the opposite direction,
resulting from the original incident.” Xiong et al. (2014b) FHWA estimates that nearly 20% of all
crashes are secondary crashes (b6). It is estimated that 18% of all fatalities happen on interstates,
due to secondary crashes (b7). The likelihood of a secondary crash will increase by 2.8% for each
minute that a primary crash remains a hazard b8. With vehicle crashes costing the United States
$242 billion dollars, agencies and researchers are constantly looking for ways to reduce and prevent
traffic incidents (b9, 2015). Secondary incidents have been studied based on analyzing crash
risk (Yang et al., 2014c,b), time period duration (Yang et al., 2014a,c; Goodall, 2017), incident
duration (Khattak et al., 2009), real-time prediction (Park et al., 2017a; Park and Haghani, 2016c;
Khattak et al., 2011), and crash severity (Xu et al., 2016). Compared to numerous studies on natural
disasters, secondary crashes occur more often in everyday congestion. Even though secondary crash
occurrences are less frequent than primary incidents, incident management without considering a
potential secondary crash can cause a worst-case scenario to both emergency vehicles and travelers.
Although statistical models have been developed in the past to estimate the probability of secondary
crashes, time-series changes of the probability are not considered. A Markov chain, a stochastic
model is used in this study to model randomly-occurring incidents in a sequence of events that
have taken place previously. It is a useful model when modeling practical systems in transportation
under uncertainty. By considering incident duration as a first-order to estimate the secondary
crash parameters in the second-order, this study differentiates itself from a previously developed
semi-Markov model (Ng et al., 2013). Based on the author’s previous models on the prediction
of incident duration and secondary likelihood (Park et al., 2017a; Park and Haghani, 2016c), this
study develops a multivariate second-order Markov model to estimate the probability of a secondary
crash based on various primary incidents, from Maryland Interstate 695 incident data.
For the remaining sections of this paper, we will discuss the previous studies regarding Markov
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models and predicting secondary crashes; in the Methodology section, we will discuss using our
high-order Markov model to predict secondary crashes based on different scenarios; followed by
discussing the results and then conclude this work.
10

Literature Review

High order Markov models have been used for prediction in various topics: Spectrum usage
(Li et al., 2010), sales demand (Ching et al., 2003), and DNA sequencing (Ching et al., 2004).
Additionally, High-order Markov chains have had successful and widespread adoption in sensor
and computer networks (Aceto et al., 2021; Rossi et al., 2015). Markov models have been used
previously used to determine the time duration in-between a primary crash and secondary crash (Ng
et al., 2013). However, the primary objective of this paper was to utilize high-order Markov models
to conduct an analysis and calculate the probability of a secondary crash based on various primary
incidents and locations. As a practical application, this second-order Markov model secondary
crash prediction can be used for aiding emergency vehicle routing (Sayarshad and Chow, 2017;
Djavadian and Chow, 2017; Chow and Nurumbetova, 2015; You et al., 2016).
Markov models have shown to be reliable at making predictions in the transportation field, more
specifically in crash analysis. When the severity of crash data is reported, it is reported as discrete
data. This has made crash injury severity observation a focus of many safety analyses (b7). SemiMarkov models have been used to model the time duration to the next primary and secondary
incidents (Sayarshad and Chow, 2017). The authors used an original semi-Markov model (Janssen
and Manca, 2006) to model primary incidents and extended the model to include secondary
incidents. The results were able to show that if a freeway is heavily traveled and has a high-speed
limit, it is more susceptible to incidents and it is harder to make an impact on the time to a secondary
incident. Hidden Markov models, such as the one used in (Xiong et al., 2014a) are commonly used
to determine unobserved heterogeneity across time periods. The goal was to expand transportation
research by developing a Markov switching random parameters model and applying it to crash
injury severity’s. These findings will aid in a better understanding of how the effect of roadway and
driver characteristics have on crash injuries. The states were split into two states (State I and State
II) with three variables each: No injuries, Injury, and Fatality (y =1, y=2, y=3). The data used is the
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Table 3: Model Category in Crash Detection
Author

Title

Paper
Objective

M. Ng et.
al

”Modeling the time to the
next primary and secondary
incident: A semi-Markov
stochastic process approach”

G. Aceto
et. al

"Characterization and
Prediction of Mobile-App
Traffic Using Markov
Modeling."
"Non-myopic relocation of
idle mobility-on-demand
vehicles as a dynamic
location-allocation-queuing
problem."
"The analysis of vehicle
crash injury-severity data: A
Markov switching approach
with road-segment
heterogeneity"
"Modeling Effects of
Forward Glance Durations on
Latent Hazard Detection"
"Crash Detection System
Using Hidden Markov
Models."
"Comparison of Hidden
Markov Models and Support
Vector Machines for vehicle
crash detection"
"High-Order Markov Model
for Prediction of Secondary
Crash Likelihood considering
Incident Duration"

Duration
between
primary
and
secondary
crash
Traffic
Prediction

H. R.
Sayarshad
et. al
Y. Xiong
et. al

H. Park et.
al
G. B. Singh
et. al
G. B. Singh
et. al
N. Pugh et.
al

SemiMarkov
Model

Hidden
Markov
Model

HighOrder
Markov
Model

Emergency
Vehicle
Routing
Crash
injury
analysis
Hazard
Detection
Vehicle
Crash
Detection
Vehicle
Crash
Detection
Secondary
Incident
Prediction

Indiana police reported rural interstate single-vehicle crash from 1995 to 1999 (260 weeks). This
data included factors such as roadway geometrics, pavement characteristics, driver characteristics,
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and collisions. The model developed used a Markov Switching Random Parameters Ordered Probit
(MSRPOP) model. The state was changed every week (St) to accommodate for the 260 weeks.
From this study, factors such as international roughness index, rut depth, and average annual daily
traffic were said to influence crash injury severity from the observed states. State 1 was said to be
more related to a driving environment with a higher probability of an injury than state 2. Out of
the analysis, 76 % of fatal crashes and 93 % of injury crashes had more than an 80% probability to
occur in state one.
Other variations of a Markov model are when the actual state is not observable from the data.
To estimate the hidden safety state, the author of this paper (Park et al., 2017b) developed a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The estimated human intent as various types of secondary tasks to
estimate the probability of hazard detection. Singh et al. (2004) developed a system for vehicle crash
detection based on seven stages of left-right HMM. Left-Right HMM has shown to be successful
when used in time series applications. The parameters and data generated for this research were
both real and computer-aided engineering data. Crash pulses were used to train the HMM’s. The
pulses consisted of accelerometer measurements in a crash and the simulation of computer-aided
engineering. The model was said to be 100% accurate and no cases of false positives or false
negatives. The benefits of this model was: It was fast at detecting crashes (≥ 6ms), simple to
implement since it only utilizes two sensors and an adaptable model that can be changed to use any
vehicle line or additional sensors.
The same authors as the previous research (Singh et al., 2004) expanded their study by comparing
HMM against Support Vector Machines (SVM) for vehicle crash detection (Singh and Song, 2010).
HMM and SVM both perform well to optimizing their objective functions but performance can have
different outcomes based on their assumptions. The data was for this project was acquired from a
crash pulse library of a specific vehicle. The three groups of crash pulses were: vehicle crashes
at 6 - 9 mph (low-speed crash), 12 - 25 mph (medium-speed crash), and high-speed crashes. The
pulses were gathered from 27 crash experiments. The results were analyzed of a pulse rate from
4 – 8ms. For HMM, the average detection rates were: 99.4% (4ms), 99.3% (5ms), 100% (6ms).
For SVM, average detection rates were: 99.4% (4ms), 99.8% (5ms), 99.9% (6ms), and 100%
(7ms). Overall, this research showcased that HMMs can determine crash pulses from a non-crash
pulse in 6ms and SVM can detect collisions in 7 ms. To summarize, although previous papers
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have focused on modeling secondary crash risk using various factors, there have been no studies
using a higher-order Markov model considering the impact of incident duration on secondary crash
occurrences. We fill this gap by accomplishing the following contributions in this paper:
• This paper focuses on predicting whether a secondary crash will occur based on all incidents,
the type of primary incident leading to a secondary crash, and exit locations.
• This paper explores secondary crash prediction using a high-order Markov approach to model
and predict secondary crashes.
• This paper determines which starting sequences (stages) result in secondary crash identification.
Additionally, we will discuss the technical challenges faced in the Discussion section of this paper.
11

Methodology

We present a general Markov chain method utilized in the secondary crash prediction and extend it
to higher-order Markov chain.
11.1

Markov Chains

A Markov chain is a random process in discrete time that is a sequence of a random variable. We
can describe a Markov chain as follows: We have a set of states X = {X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . , XN }, N
being the number of possible states. Markov chains have an initial state vector (N x 1 matrix) which
is the probability distribution of starting at the N possible states. The initial state vector can be
described as:


Π = P (x1 = 1)
 1

 Π2 = P (x1 = 2)
Π=

..

.

ΠN (q1 = N )










(18)

The stochastic property for the initial state distribution vector is:
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k
X

(19)

Πi = 1

i=1

Πi = 1 is defined as:

Πi = P (x1 = i) , 1 ≤ i ≤ N.

(20)

The process starts in state X1 , and will continue to move from one state to another. Every move to
another state is considered to be a step. There is a probability associated with going from state to
state which can be denoted as PXij , i is the initial state and j is the next state. These probabilities are
known as transition probabilities. A random process that has the Markov property if the conditional
probability of future states depends on the present state, and not any events that preceded it. The
conditional transition probabilities can be denoted by:
(21)

aXi−1 Xi = Pr (xi |xi−1 )

and the probability of the next state of a first-order Markov model relationship can be denoted as :

Pr (Xt+1 = it+1 | X0 = i0 , X1 = i1 , . . . , Xt = lt ) = Pr (Xt+1 = it+1 | Xt = it )

(22)

where xt is the state of a categorical data sequence at time t. The transition probability matrix is a
(I x J) matrix that can be denoted as:




A=




a11 a21 . . . a1J





a21 a22 . . . a2J 

..
.. . .
.. 
. . 
.
.

a11 a12 . . . aIJ

(23)

Equations (1) – (6) describe the equations and properties of a first-order Markov process.
A high-order Markov model can be used to predict future states as well. A high-order Markov
model will utilize more memory when making predictions. The next state will depend on the
previous two or more states. For example, if you were trying to predict the next word in a sequence,
it may be helpful to know the previous two words rather than just one previous word. In high-order
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Markov models, the previous history can have predictive value and can be used when making a
future prediction.
(j)

xr+1 =

s X
n
X

(jk) k
xr−h+1 , j

λhjk Ph

= 1, 2, . . . , s, r = n − 1, n, . . .

(24)

k=1 h=1
(1)

where the initial probability distributions are x0 ,
(2)

(n)

(h)

x0 , . . . , x0 and λj,k satisfies
S X
n
X

(h)

λj,k = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , s

(25)

λj,k ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ s, 1 ≤ h ≤ n

(26)

k=1 h=1

(h)

Equations (7) – (9) describe the equations and properties of a high-order Markov process.
When making predictions, the sequences of secondary incidents needs to be fit to a Markov model.
We estimate our higher-order Markov model by solving the linear-quadratic programming problem:

min

k
X

X − λi Qi X

i=1

s.t.
k
X

(27)

λi = 1

i=1

λi ≥ 0
State distributions are given X, λi is lag parameter for lag i and Qi is transition matrix. The
heat map displays the transition probabilities for our fitted Markov model. After fitment of the
high-order Markov model, a starting sequence is given and the next sequence can be predicted.
The next sequence is predicted based on the transition probabilities of the fitted high-order Markov
model. We estimate the probability distribution of the next sequence as:

X

(t)

=B·

k
X

λi Qi X (t−i)

(28)

i=1
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where distribution of states are at time t, and is given as X (t) . The transition matrix of lag i is given
as Qi , and λi specifies the lag parameter. B is the absorbing probability matrix.
11.2

High-Order Multivariate Markov Model Secondary Crash Application

In the previous section, we introduced the general Markov chain used to model and predict secondary
crashes. The general Markov chain is then extended to a higher-order multivariate method. Our
model is used to find the probability of a secondary crash given a primary incident. The 4 possible
states are P, S, C, NO.
• P = primary incident
• S = secondary crash
• C= clearance of an incident
• NO = nothing happened (the state has not changed)
Each primary incident and the following states will be considered a sequence. There were a total
of 39 incidents recorded. The 39 incidents were then grouped into 20 incident sequences. (One
primary crash and one secondary crash per sequence). In our analysis, we have 3 different scenarios.
The scenarios were:
• All the sequences were used to fit the Markov model.
• Various primary incident types (disabled vehicles, primary collision, and obstructions) were
used to fit the model.
• Grouped exit incident locations along Interstate 695.
The assumptions are:
• Sequences were only modeled up to 60 minutes starting from the primary incident.
• Each stage time step was taken in 15 minutes intervals.
• When fitting the model, sequences were recorded until there were two clearances (both
incidents were cleared).
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• When modeling, because a primary incident clearance and a secondary crash could both
occur within a 15-minute time interval, whichever event came first was recorded as the first
stage. The next stage would be the following event.
• Each model scenario was given three starting sequences 1. (p) (c) 2. (p) (s), and 3. (p) (no)
to determine the prediction of the next two stages (30 minutes).
The scenarios will be described in the Results section and a probability of the predicted sequence
will be given.

Figure 7: Heat Map for Transition Probabilities
For a visual representation of transition probabilities, a heat map (Figure 1) and Markov chain
diagram (Figure 2) were created from the fitting of our model. The figures are the actual heat map
and Markov model for the “All Incidents” scenario. The heat map can be explained as the "greener"
the block the higher the associated probability. The Y-axis (From) is the beginning state and the
X-axis (TO) is the ending state. For example, let us look at the (p) row on the heat map. From p
to c (primary incident to a clearance) the probability is 20%. From (p) to (s) (primary incident to
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Figure 8: Markov Chain Diagram for Transition Probabilities
secondary crash) there is a 45% probability. From (p) to (no) (primary incident to nothing happens)
there is a 35% chance nothing will happen (the state will stay the same). When starting from a
secondary crash, there is a 50% chance that nothing will happen and a 50% chance a clearance will
occur within the next 15 minutes.
11.3

Data Description

The incident data was provided by The Regional Integrated Transportation Information System
(RITIS) to find the probability of a secondary crash given a primary incident on Interstate 695 (I695) in Maryland. The RITIS dataset provides valuable information such as incident location, time,
type of incident, and incident duration. In Figure 3, the total number of incidents that occurred on
Interstate 695 occurred during June 2018. For our analysis, we used incidents that occurred within
the 30-mile section from exit 10 to exit 35, which is highlighted in red. Out of all the incidents
shown, we classified 20 incidents as being secondary crashes. Table 1 displays the incident data
statistics such as location, incident type, and incident duration. A previously developed secondary
crash identification method (Park et al., 2017b) (Figure 4) was utilized for all the above incidents.
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Figure 9: Secondary Incident Locations: I-695.

12

Results

To determine how much the model can be trusted, we tested the model for its prediction accuracy
shown in Table 2. To determine the accuracy, we found the accuracy for each scenario separately
and then averaged the final accuracies to determine the overall prediction accuracy of the model.
When testing, a sequence was removed from each scenario at random. The remaining sequences
were used to fit the model. After completing the fitting, the model was giving the starting sequence
of the removed sequence to make its prediction of the next two stages. The results indicated that
in 6/9 of the scenarios the model predicted one of the stages correctly and received an accuracy of
50%. In 3/9 of the scenarios, the model predicted the next two stages correctly and received an
accuracy of 100%. There were no cases where the model did not predict any of the next two stages
correctly. The overall prediction accuracy of the model is 66.7%.
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Figure 10: Secondary Crash Identification
As previously mentioned, different scenarios will be used to determine the probability of a secondary crash. Table 1 shows the scenarios indicating that a secondary crash was predicted. The
scenarios are as follows: All Events, Primary Incident, and Exit Number Location. The first
scenario All Events (Table 3) uses all 20 grouped incident sequences to fit the model. The model
was given the three starting sequences stated previously. The results indicated that after a primary
incident and a clearance, the model predicted there will be a secondary incident and a clearance
within the next 30 minutes. Additionally, when a primary incident and secondary incident occur,
shortly after clearance of one of the incidents will take place followed by another secondary crash.
Both of these scenarios had a 12.9% probability.
The second scenario was the primary incident secondary crash prediction (Table 4). Since secondary crashes can be caused by different types of primary incidents, we decided to separate the
sequences by the type of primary incident that leads to the secondary crash. It is interesting to
note that there was only one scenario where the model predicted a secondary crash. The model
predicted a secondary crash when the primary incident was an obstruction on the highway. The
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Table 4: Secondary Incidents Statistics Part I
Incident Type Primary or Secondary Incident
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Obstruction
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disable Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Obstruction
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicles
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Disabled Vehicle
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Obstruction
Primary
Collision
Secondary
Collision
Primary
Collision
Secondary

Location Incident Duration
Exit 32
23 minutes
Exit 29
38 minutes
Exit 31
27 minutes
Exit 30
2 minutes
Exit 24
8 minutes
Exit 24
31 minutes
Exit 18
42 minutes
Exit 18
3 minutes
Exit 11
43 minutes
Exit 11
2 minutes
Exit 10
2 minutes
Exit 10
32 minutes
Exit 32A
3 minutes
Exit 32A
11 minutes
Exit 23A 1 hr. 27 min.
Exit 23A
25 minutes
Exit 23A
25 minutes
Exit 22
39 minutes
Exit 21
1 minute
Exit 21
34 minutes
Exit 30A 1 hr. 36 min.
Exit 30A 3 hr. 42 min.
Exit 29
33 minutes
Exit 30
41 minutes
Exit 16
1 minute
Exit 16
28 minutes
Exit 17
52 minute
Exit 17
28 minutes
Exit 19
1 hr. 2 min.
Exit 19
1 minute
Exit 18
31 minutes
Exit 18
1 hr. 4 min.
Exit 31A
1 minute
Exit 31A
34 minutes
Exit 26A
10 minutes
Exit 25
16 minutes
Exit 28
19 minutes
Exit 29B
34 minutes
Exit 12
22 minutes
Exit 12
11 minutes
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Table 5: Model Prediction Accuracy
Scenario
Prediction Accuracy
All Incidents
50%
Collision
50 %
Disable Vehicles
50 %
Obstruction
100%
Exits 10 - 15
100%
Exits 15 - 20
50 %
Exits 20 - 25
50 %
Exits 25 - 30
100 %
Table 6: All Incidents Event Secondary Crash Prediction (Scenario I)
Scenario Starting Sequence Next Predicted Stages (n=2) Probability
*All Events
(p) (c)
(s)(c)
0.129
*All Events
(p) (s)
(c) (s)
0.129
All Events
(p) (no)
(c) (no)
0.110
starting sequence given for that scenario was a primary incident followed by a clearance of the
incident. The associated probability was 60%.
Table 7: Primary Incident and Secondary Crash Prediction (Scenario II)
Primary Incident TypeStarting SequenceNext Predicted Stages (n=2)Probability
*Obstruction
(p) (c)
(s)(no)
0.600
Obstruction
(p) (s)
(no) (no)
0.227
Obstruction
(p) (no)
(no) (no)
0.110
Disabled Vehicles
(p) (c)
(no) (c)
0.205
Disabled Vehicles
(p) (s)
(no) (c)
0.220
Disabled Vehicles
(p) (no)
(c) (no)
0.205
Collision
(p) (c)
(c) (c)
0.148
Collision
(p) (s)
(c) (c)
0.247
Collision
(p) (no)
(no) (no)
0.148
For the final scenario (Table 5) we split the incidents based on the location that they occurred.
The exit numbers were separated into groups of 5. The exits where the incidents occurred were
from exits 10 – 35. This was to determine whether there was a location that was more susceptible
to secondary crashes. From our results exit 15 - 20, there were two scenarios where secondary
incidents were predicted. The starting sequences for those two scenarios were: (p) (c) and (p) (no).
Also, the prediction made on one of the scenarios for exit 15 – 20 was the highest for this scenario
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Table 8: Exit Number Group Secondary Crash Prediction (Scenario III)
Exit Numbers Starting Sequence Next Predicted Stages (n=2) Probability
*Exits 10 - 15
(p) (c)
(s)(c)
0.213
Exits 10 - 15
(p) (s)
(c) (c)
0.213
Exits 10 - 15
(p) (no)
(no) (no)
0.284
*Exits 15 - 20
(p) (c)
(s) (no)
0.380
Exits 15 - 20
(p) (s)
(no) (c)
0.319
*Exits 15 - 20
(p) (no)
(c) (s)
0.172
Exits 20 - 25
(p) (c)
(no) (c)
0.295
Exits 20 - 25
(p) (s)
(c) (no)
0.330
Exits 20 - 25
(p) (no)
(c) (no)
0.295
*Exits 25 - 30
(p) (c)
(s) (no)
0.147
Exits 25 - 30
(p) (s)
(c) (no)
0.147
Exits 25 - 30
(p) (no)
(c) (no)
0.147
*Exits 30 - 35
(p) (c)
(s) (no)
0.160
Exits 30 - 35
(p) (s)
(no) (no)
0.134
Exits 30 - 35
(p) (no)
(no) (no)
0.170
group at 38.0%. For every exit group except exits 20 – 25, when the starting sequence was (p)
(c) there was a secondary incident predicted. The probabilities for exit 10 – 15 (21.3%), 15 -20
(38.0%), 25 – 30 (14.7%), and 30 - 35 (16.0%). The next predicted stages for exits 15 – 20, 25 –
30, and 30 - 35 all predicted the same “next predicted stages” as (s) (no). For exit 10 – 15, the next
stage predicted stage was (s) (c). For exit 15 - 20, the next predicted stage was (c) (s). Our results
also indicated that after a primary incident and clearance a secondary crash was predicted.
Out of all the examples tested, there were 8 instances where secondary crashes were predicted.
We wanted to determine which starting sequence was the most frequent in predicting a secondary
incident. The results for this question are shown in Figure 3. Out of the 8 instances, the starting
sequence (p) (c) accounted for 75 % (6) of the instances where secondary incidents were predicted.
Both of the sequences (p) (no) and (p) (s) accounted for 12.5 % (1) of the secondary incidents being
predicted. This shows that typically when a primary crash is followed by a clearance, a secondary
crash is more predicted to occur within the next two stages (30 minutes) than compared to the other
starting sequences.
We have identified some research papers that focus on traffic crash prediction including secondary
incident prediction. The research papers compared in the table above use various different modeling
approaches such as: Bayesian Random Effect Logit Model, Support Vector Machine (SVM)
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Figure 11: Number of secondary crashes predicted.
and Binary Logistic Regression. The accuracy rates range from 60.0% to 76.32%. Out of the
models presented, our model (66.7%) has a higher prediction accuracy than three of the modeling
approaches, including the model used to predict secondary incidents. Our model shows to preform
similar or better to current modeling approaches for crash prediction. We believe our model
accuracy will also improve even more with the use of additional data.
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Table 9: Performance of existing models compared to proposed model
Author
C. Xu et. al
J. You. et.
al
M. Hossain
et. al
Ahmed et.
al
J. You. et.
al.
M. Wu. et.
al.
Pugh et. al

13
13.1

Title
Real-time estimation of secondary crash
likelihood on freeways using high-resolution
loop detector data
Real-time freeway crash prediction model by
using single ultrasonic detector lane-level data
A Bayesian network based framework for
real-time crash prediction on the basic freeway
segments of urban expressways
Bayesian updating approach for real-time
safety evaluation with automatic vehicle
identification data.
Real-time crash prediction on freeways using
data mining and emerging techniques
A Bayesian Network Model for Real-time
Crash Prediction Based on Selected Variables
by Random Forest
High-Order Markov Model for Prediction of
Secondary Crash Likelihood considering
Incident Duration

Model
Bayesian
Random Effect
Logit Model
Binary Logistic
Regression
Baysian Beleif
Method

Accuracy
66.0%

Bayesian Update
Model

72.0%

Support Vector
Machine (SVM)

76.32%
(test
dataset)
70.46%

Bayesian
Network-Random
Forest (BN-RF)
High-Order
Markov Model

61.0%
66.0%

66.7%

Discussion
Technical Challenges

There were two primary technical challenges that we faced in our research. The first challenge was
selecting a relevant incident duration time. Due to the implementation of the ”Nothing happens”
states, one could technically make a prediction from a starting sequence of two "Nothing happens"
states. This could be a little confusing for the model when making a prediction. The model would
be making a prediction using sequences were no event (primary incident) has occurred. For this
reason, that is why we chose short sequences (only 1 hour total and 15 minute increments). Additionally, the starting sequences are chosen strategically as they only have at most one ”NO” state in
the model fitment process. Considering we are only predicting the next 30 minutes, the only time
where two "Nothing happens" states would occur would be for starting sequence 3: (p)(no), or if
that was the predicted next two states. For the latter example, there is a possibility that two "Nothing
happens" states can occur. However, because the sequence starts with the primary incident, the
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model will know that an event (primary incident) has already occurred.
The second technical challenge was access to limited data. Due to the fact that our data was limited
in number of secondary incidents occurring, there was little data to fit the model. However, we
believe this modeling approach is promising and plan to further investigate these prediction matters
in future works where we will have more data available.

13.2

Computational Complexity

The hardware used to support this work was a 2018 Apple Macbook Pro 2.9 GHz 6-Core Intel
Core i9, with 32 GB of RAM. Considering our model is relatively light and the sequences used to
fit the model are all short; the run-time complexity of our model is quite efficient. The average run
time of our model using 20 secondary incident sequences was 0.0474 seconds. If we doubled our
secondary incident sequences by 40 sequences the average run-time would be 0.0533 seconds. If
we increased the fit of the model to 100 secondary incident sequences the average run-time would
be 0.1176 seconds.
13.3

Future Studies

Crashes and traffic incidents are known for the potential of causing serious crashes and heavy
congestion. Even though numerous projects have worked on natural disasters regarding secondary
crashes, secondary crashes occur more often in everyday congestion scenarios. Previous researchers
have focused on various aspects of modeling, predicting, and preventing secondary incidents.
These findings have resulted in numerous amounts of valuable information regarding how to
handle secondary crashes that will need to be investigated. We have added to this conversation by
analyzing secondary crashes regarding the primary incident type, and incident exit location using a
high-order Markov model. The second-order Markov model had an overall prediction accuracy of
66.7 %. Our findings indicate when an obstruction is a primary incident there is a high probability
that a secondary crash will occur within the next 30 minutes after the primary obstruction incident
and its clearance. Also, in most of our tests, when a primary crash and a clearance take place there
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was a secondary incident predicted within the next 30 minutes.
For future studies, we would like to obtain data where more secondary crashes are present for better
modeling of secondary incidents. As well, we would like to include more historical data to better
fit models for making secondary crash predictions. The question of is more history needed when
giving starting sequences or should more stages be predicted when predicting secondary crashes
will need to be investigated. Additionally, we plan to re-investigate the run-time complexity using
these longer sequences and larger dataset. We would also like to further investigate the use of
second-order Markov models in assisting emergency vehicles in managing the disbursement of
emergency vehicles to clear the primary incident and prevent secondary crashes.
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